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he had finished, a moment's hush was followed by
a shout like the bellow of stormy surf. Vive le roi!
had been the outcry of I66O.1 Now, with an uproar
as tumultuous, it was Vive le Blum I Small wonder
that the crowned statues of Saint Louis and Philippe
Auguste, on their loo-foot columns at the square's
entrance, seemed deliberately to have turned their
backs of bronze upon the impious spectacle.
In the presence of a triumph so curious, none
could fail to marvel what was the earliest step
towards Leon Blum's epiphany as first Socialist2 and
1 The Grand Monarque has been treated shabbily by
posterity. His gardens at Versailles have become the mob's
playground ; the floors of his palace creak under the tread
of tourists. He has been all but ejected from the Invalides by
an upstart called Napoleon. And here, in his own ancient Place
du Trdne, the metropolis was lavishing its homage on a Jew !
2 In M. Blum's phrase, Aristide Briand, Rene Viviani and
Alexandre Millerand had " passed through " Socialism before
their arrival at the Pre*sidence du Conseil. Three years prior
to Briand's first ministry (1909-10), he was expelled from the
Socialist Party for accepting, without authority from his co-
religionists, the portfolio of Public Instruction in Jean Sarrien's
bourgeois cabinet. Briand used to say that he never left
the Socialist Party, but was thrown out. One of the sect's more
violent disputes arose when Millerand, in 1899, having failed
even to consult his fellow-Socialists, entered the Waldeck-
Rousseau government as Secretary of Commerce. Millerand
had deserted to the Right long before his appointment as
Premier in 1920, M. Blum is the first orthodox Socialist, in
good standing with his own party, to become Prime Minister
of France* His views of these three predecessors are to be
found in print, Viviani was " a man of prey " ; both he and
Briand were," at bottom, sceptics, almost cynics." For Mille-
rand he reserved one of the most approbrious epithets in his
vocabulary. The elder statesman, in his opinion, has always
been " a calculator,"

